
Cut & Tuck
‘CUT & TUCK’ Tail Treatment Secures Roped Tails to Load

PROBLEM:
Orion offers several options for roping rollers on MA 
and FA automatic wrapping systems. Roped film is 
ideal for loads that need exposure to air (breathable 
loads) and for loads that need the extra holding power 
that roped film can provide. However, at the end of 
the wrapping cycle, unless the film ropes are secured, 
they may unravel and affect the integrity of the load.

SOLUTION:
The Cut & Tuck Tail Treatment was developed to 
solve this problem. It unique design captures the film 
rope and traps it behind another rope. The tension of 
the second rope holds it in place and prevents the 
ropes from unraveling. This innovative option is avail-
able on both turntable and rotary tower models. The 
photos shown below show the system on an Orion FA 
Turntable Automatic system.
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Two film ropes are held securely in the pneu-
matically operated clamp & cut mechanism.

As wrap cycle begins, ropes held in place as 
turntable rotates.

Near end of wrap cycle, 2 consecutive ropes 
are captured by clamp rods.

Clamp rods retract holding film ropes in place 
in preparation for film cutting.

Cutter mechanism extends then retracts to 
sever the twin film ropes. 

The film ropes are held securely as the load is 
conveyed to the exit conveyor. The two trailing 
ropes are captured to prevent unraveling.
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A specially designed film 
carriage uses two rolls of 10 
inch stretch film to create the 
ropes that secure the pallet 
load. The film is pre-stretched 
between two motor driven 
rubber rollers which elongates 
the film 260% for maximum 
economy and holding power. 

Cut & Tuck System Operation

For more information on this option or any other Orion stretch packaging equipment please contact your Orion regional sales 
manager, or see us on the web at orionpackaging.com.


